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AbstractVisual tracking serves as a significant module in many applications.However, the heavy computation and low speed of many recenttrackers restrict their applications in some computing power re-stricted scenarios. On the other hand, the simple update scheme ofmost correlation filter based trackers limits their robustness duringtarget deformation and occlusion. In this paper, we explore the up-date scheme of correlation filter based trackers and propose an ef-ficient and adaptive training sample update scheme. Training sam-ple extracted in each frame is updated to the training set accord-ing to its distance between existing samples measured with differ-ence hashing algorithm(DHA) or discarded according to trackingresult reliability. Experiments on OTB-2015, Temple Color 128and UAV123 demonstrate our tracker performs favourably againststate-of-the-art trackers with light computation and runs over 100
fps on desktop computer with Intel i7-8700 CPU(3.2GHz).
Contributions
1. We propose efficient CRCF ATU tracker with outstanding per-formance suitable for real-time applications.2. We adaptively update training set and measure sample distancewith difference hashing algorithm.3. We extend conventional DCF to multi-training-sample formula-tion with better generalization ability.
Method
Multi-training-sample DCFWe incorporate multiple training samples into traditional DCFformulation

E(h) = N∑
k=1 αk||

D∑
d=1 hd ∗ xkd − y||2 + λ||h||2 (1)

with closed-form solution in Fourier Domain as
ĥd = ∑N

k=1 αk x̂∗kd � ŷ∑N
k=1 αk ∑D

d=1 x̂∗kd � x̂kd + λ (2)
Adaptive training sample update schemeWe maintain a compact training set with generative Gaussianmodel and adopt difference hashing algorithm (DHA) to measurethe distance between sample.Each sample patch is resized to 8×9as B ∈ R8×9 and the hashing matrix H ∈ R8×8 is computed as

hi,j = {1, if bi,j > bi,j+10, otherwise (3)
Sample distance is measured with hashing matrics.

dlc = 8∑
i=1

8∑
j=1 (hci,j ⊕ hli,j) (4)

We use τ(R) = max(R)APCE(R) to measure response map reli-ability. Tracking result is considered to be unreliable only whenthe reliability of correlation filter response, color-based responseand merged response are all under a certain ratio of their corre-sponding historical average. Unreliable frames are not updated totraining set.
τ(RCF )
τ̄(RCF ) < TCF , τ(RCR)τ̄(RCR) < TCR, τ(R)

τ̄(R) < TR (5)

Experimental Results
OTB-2015 AUC vs FPS on OTB-2015
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Temple Color 128AUC vs FPS on Temple Color 128
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UAV123 AUC vs FPS on UAV128
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Overall Sketch

Conclusion In this paper, we propose an efficient training sampleupdate scheme and adaptively maintain a training set using dif-ference hashing algorithm to train a multi-training-sample DCF.Experimental results on three benchmarks show that our trackercan achieve a close performance to state-of-the-art trackers withrelatively light computation and high speed. The balance be-tween performance and efficiency enables our tracker to be prac-tical in computation restricted applications.
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